Polar Shades Exterior Retractable Shades, available in manual or motorized options, can be mounted on virtually any window or patio around your home or business for the ideal solution to your sun control needs. Like a pair of your favorite sunglasses that you wear with comfort, confidence and flair, our exterior shades provide that same panache and protection from the sun.

- **Spanning widths up to 24’ and heights up to 16’** with coupled systems covering widths up to 40’.
- **Fabric selection that meets your design** and performance requirements by offering a wide variety of textures, colors and opacities ranging from 0% to 100%.
- **Optional valances to conceal the roller** include our 4.5” Elite and 5.5” Titan Cassettes for ultimate protection or our Freedom and Patriot Hoods for a sleek, minimalist look.
- **Guide system options to secure the fabric** include Cables, Tracks or our revolutionary ZipRite Track system.

**Elevate your outdoor living space** with a one-of-a-kind Exterior Retractable Shade from Polar Shades. The perfect shade to transform your patio into the haven you’ve been waiting for.

877-260-6110
www.polarshade.com
Elite Patio Roll Shade

Give Your Home an Elite Makeover

This versatile shade provides a sleek look while shading your smaller openings from the hot sun. The Elite Patio Roll Shade System spans up to 14 feet in width and 10 feet in height and is available in manual or motorized versions with cables, tracks or ZipRite tracks. Valance options include the 4 4/5” Elite Cassette or Freedom Hood.

Select Patio Roll Shade

The Elite Shade’s Big Brother

The best choice when covering large spans, this heavier shade provides you with the ability to transform your outdoor living space into the sanctuary you’ve always wanted. The Select Patio Roll Shade System spans up to 20 feet in width and 16 feet in height and is available in manual or motorized versions with cables, tracks or ZipRite tracks (for widths up to 24’, use our Mega Shade). Valance options include the 5 5/6” Titan Cassette or Patriot Hood.

Features: Automate your motorized shades with optional sun and wind sensors or timers.

Wireless remote control operation and integration with virtually any home automation system.

increase efficiency and save on energy costs in the summer and winter.

Superior quality extruded aluminum with a tough powder-coated finish.

Protects you and your furnishings from the sun’s damaging UV Rays while protecting your privacy too.

Whether your needs are big or small, Polar Shades has the perfect shade for your needs. Choose Polar Shades when protecting your home or business from the sun’s glaring rays.

“Best Built, Best Backed” shades in the industry!

Your Polar Shades Distributor is:

877-260-6110

www.polarshade.com